LumaCool

™

Whitening Pen
Maintain your white
smile in seconds
An attractive silver colored twistclick pen with a brush-tip applicator,
boxed, 2.5ml, active ingredient 7.5%
hydrogen peroxide. Maintains a
white smile or lighten teeth without
having to take an impression, no
trays, no strips while on-the-go. Taking only seconds to apply, it’s easy
to use anytime anywhere.

Private labeling available*
A great marketing/referral program
that can set you apart from others.
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One of the first things you notice
is a beautiful white smile, it
catches everyone's attention.
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The LumaCool Teeth Whitening
Pen can help maintain a white
smile while on the go.
™
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LumaCool™ Teeth Whitening Pen

LumaCool™ Whitening Pen

revolutionizes the teeth whitening
process.
Teeth can be whitened wherever,
whenever you’d like. Simply
brush the invisible whitening gel
on your teeth and go about your
day, no need to sit around for an
extended period of time with
messy trays or strips in your
™
mouth. Let the LumaCool Whitening Pen effectively whiten teeth
either at work or at play.
Every LumaCool Whitening Pen
includes an attractive box, point
of sale/information flyer, instructions for use and a commonly
asked question and answer information sheet. Refrigeration recommended prior to first use,
approx. 40 - 50 applications per
pen.

SIMPLE Takes only seconds to
apply
CONVENIENT Easy to use,
anytime, anywhere
SAFE Clinically proven to
safely whiten teeth with no reported sensitivity
HASSLE FREE No trays, no
strips
COMPACT Goes anywhere,
easily stored in a pocket or purse
INVISIBLE Whitens teeth discreetly with no change in speech
pattern

Item # 21004
Contact your Dental Dealer for
pricing and private labeling

Actual pen size

™
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